Zoom meeting 10/29/2019

Attendees: Brenda, Maurice, Iris, Dirk Jan, Sebastian, JB

1. Banff symposium proposal
   Our proposal has been rejected (high number of symposia rejected ~80%). We are wondering the reason and criterion of selections (joint symposium onco/Pharmacometrics and pharmacogenetics have also been rejected). Submit again the symposium proposal for Rome including an interactive PK/PD through Shiny app pre-workshop. We have to prepare it hard in advance because there is a lot of concurrence. We have to highlight the interactive side of this proposal?

2. Modifications of the website PM committee have been made: you can check if there are some mistakes

3. Article graduation of PK/PD studies for systematic reviews proposed by JB to clinPK: JB has obtain one year delay and he will launch asap a doodle, 5 persons max would be perfect.

4. We have to write an article from the PMx group for COMPASS; Maurice propose to review some research which have been performed by other IATDMCT group in the year including perfect data for a PK study but for which no PK has been carried out and propose an educational article in relation to that. The goal is to show how we can help people with their data. Maurice and Iris will lead this part.

5. The next meeting is planned in about ~3 months.